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   (http://trustee.ietf.org/license-info) in effect on the date of
   publication of this document. Please review these documents
   carefully, as they describe your rights and restrictions with
   respect to this document. Code Components extracted from this
   document must include Simplified BSD License text as described in
   Section 4.e of the Trust Legal Provisions and are provided without
   warranty as described in the Simplified BSD License.

Abstract

   This document proposes a flexible SR policy candidate path selection
   method. Based on the real-time resource usage and forwarding quality
   of candidate paths, the head node can perform dynamic path switching
   among multiple candidate paths in the SR policy.
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  1. Introduction

   Segment routing (SR) [RFC8402] is a source routing paradigm that
   explicitly indicates the forwarding path for packets at the ingress
   node. The ingress node steers packets into a specific path according
   to the Segment Routing Policy (SR Policy) as defined in [RFC9256].

   An SR Policy may have multiple candidate paths that are provisioned
   or signaled [I-D.ietf-idr-sr-policy-safi] [RFC8664] from one of more
   sources. The tie-breaking rules defined in [RFC9256] result in
   determination of a single "active path" in a formal definition.

   Refer to [RFC9256] only the active candidate path MUST be used for
   forwarding traffic that is being steered onto that policy except for
   certain scenarios such as fast reroute where a backup candidate path
   may be used. A candidate path can be represented as a segment list
   or a set of segment lists. If a set of segment lists is associated
   with the active path of the policy, then the steering is per flow
   and weighted-ECMP (W-ECMP) based according to the relative weight of
   each valid segment list.

   According to the criteria for the validity of candidate paths
   described in Section 5 of [RFC9256], if there is a valid segment
   list in the active candidate path, the active candidate path is
   still valid. When some segment lists of the active candidate path
   are invalid, the active candidate path may still be valid, but it
   may not continue to meet the actual forwarding requirements.

   This document proposes a flexible SR policy candidate path selection
   method. Based on the real-time resource usage and forwarding quality
   of candidate paths, the head node can perform dynamic path switching
   among multiple candidate paths in the SR policy.

  2. Terminology

   The definitions of the basic terms are identical to those found in
   Segment Routing Policy Architecture [RFC9256].

  3. Background of requirements

   When some segment lists of the active candidate path are invalid,
   according to [RFC9256], if there is a valid segment list in the
   active candidate path, the active candidate path is still valid. But
   the paths of remaining segment lists may not meet the SR policy
   forwarding performance requirements, such as insufficient path
   bandwidth. Even if there are other candidate paths with lower
   preference that can meet the forwarding performance requirements in

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8402
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc8664
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256#section-5
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256
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   the SR policy, the traffic will continue to be forwarded along the
   original active candidate path.

   Take the following SR Policy as an example to explain in detail the
   problems existing in the current candidate path selection process.

      SR Policy POL1
         Candidate Path CP1
            Preference 200
            Segment List 1 <SID11...SID1i>, Weight 1
            Segment List 2 <SID21...SID2j>, Weight 1
            Segment List 3 <SID31...SID3k>, Weight 1
         Candidate Path CP2
          Preference 100
            Segment List 4 <SID41...SID4i>, Weight 1
            Segment List 5 <SID51...SID5j>, Weight 1
            Segment List 6 <SID61...SID6k>, Weight 1

   There are two static candidate paths CP1 and CP2 in SR policy POL1.
   CP1 has a higher preference. Both candidate paths are composed of
   three static segment lists with the same weight. The path indicated
   by each segment list can carry traffic of 100M bandwidth. When all
   Segment Lists in CP1 are valid, the candidate path can carry traffic
   with bandwidth less than 300M.

   The bandwidth of the actual traffic forwarded by the SR policy is
   between 100M and 150M. Because the traffic forwarded on the
   candidate path will share the load on the three segment list paths
   according to the weight value. Therefore, normally, the candidate
   path can meet the forwarding requirements. The traffic is forwarded
   on the three segment lists of the high preference candidate paths of
   the SR policy.

   When the segment list 1 and 2 in the high-preference candidate path
   CP1 are invalid, according to the candidate path validity criteria
   described in [RFC9256] Section 5, because the segment list 3 in CP1
   is still valid, the active candidate path CP1 is still valid. All
   traffic of SR policy POL1 will continue to be forwarded through the
   path of CP1. However, because segment list 3 can only forward 100M
   traffic, over-bandwidth traffic will be discarded.

   Of course, when the Segment List path fault is detected, the network
   device can report the detected fault information to the controller.
   The controller optimizes the forwarding path after receiving the
   message. However, this interaction process is relatively long, and
   it is difficult to meet the requirement for fast switching.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256#section-5
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   When the quality of high preference candidate paths deteriorates,
   such as insufficient available bandwidth, increased end-to-end
   transmission delay, and available segment lists that cannot meet
   service requirements, the same requirement exists. We hope to switch
   traffic to other candidate paths in the SR policy that better meet
   the forwarding quality requirements.

   To solve this problem, this document proposes a new candidate path
   selection rule, which sets resource thresholds and forwarding
   quality requirements for candidate path. This candidate path can
   only be selected if the current path can meet the preset
   requirements.

  4. Flexible Candidate Path Selection Method

   As described in [RFC9256], the candidate path selection process
   operates primarily on the candidate path Preference.  A candidate
   path is selected when it is valid and it has the highest Preference
   value among all the valid candidate paths of the SR Policy.

   In the case of multiple valid candidate paths of the same
   Preference, the tie-breaking rules are evaluated on the
   identification tuple in the following order until only one valid
   best path is selected:

      1. The higher value of Protocol-Origin is selected.

      2. If specified by configuration, prefer the existing installed
   path.

      3. The lower value of the Originator is selected.

      4. Finally, the higher value of the Discriminator is selected.

   This document proposes to take the forwarding quality requirements
   and resource requirements of candidate paths as the selection
   criteria of candidate paths.

   Set the threshold parameters of forwarding quality and resources for
   candidate paths. First, find the paths that meet the threshold from
   the candidate paths of SR policy, and then select the best path as
   the active path according to the rules in the above standards.

   Flexible candidate path selection method is more suitable for
   manually static configured SR policy paths. Unless otherwise
   specified, the candidate paths and segment lists mentioned in this
   document refer to static candidate paths and static segment lists.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256
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  4.1. Threshold Parameters of Candidate Paths

   The threshold parameters of candidate paths can include but are not
   limited to the following:

   *  Jitter

   *  Latency

   *  Packet loss

      Delay, jitter, and packet loss are thresholds at the segment list
      level.

      When the jitter, delay, or packet loss of a valid segment list
      cannot meet the specified threshold requirement, the segment list
      will be treated as an invalid segment list and will no longer load
      share traffic.

   *  Available bandwidth

   *  The bandwidth threshold is the threshold at the candidate path
      level, which corresponds to the sum bandwidth of segment list in
      the candidate path.

      The available bandwidth refers to the sum of the preset bandwidth
      of all valid segment lists in the candidate path that meet the
      threshold requirements for latency, jitter, or packet loss.

      The available bandwidth is the sum of preset bandwidth of all
      valid segment lists in the candidate path, or the cumulative value
      calculated based on the weight and preset bandwidth of each
      segment list.

   *  Actual bandwidth

      The actual bandwidth refers to the sum of the actual available
      remaining bandwidth of each valid segment list in the candidate
      path.

      Due to the different congestion conditions of each node on the
      forwarding path, the actual bandwidth that can forward service
      packets may differ from the preset bandwidth. By utilizing some
      measurement mechanisms, the actual minimum available bandwidth and
      actual minimum remaining bandwidth of all nodes along the path can
      be obtained. The specific measurement mechanism is not within the
      scope of this document.
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   *  Precision Availability Metrics (PAM)

      Consider a candidate path of SR policy as a Service Level
      Objective (SLO), based on the Precision Availability Metrics (PAM)
      defined in [I-D.ietf-ippm-pam], determine whether the candidate
      path meets the forwarding requirements.

   If both segment list level thresholds (such as latency, jitter, or
   packet loss) and candidate path level thresholds (such as available
   bandwidth) are specified, when one or some segment lists in the
   candidate path do not meet the threshold of segment list level, it
   is necessary to continue checking the quality of the candidate path.
   If the quality of the candidate path still meets the requirement,
   traffic can continue to be forwarded along that candidate path.

   For example, two threshold parameters, delay and available
   bandwidth, are specified simultaneously for the candidate path with
   multiple segment lists. When the delay of a segment list exceeds the
   threshold, the following processing is performed:

   1. Remove the segment list from the forwarding path first.

   2. Next, check if the total bandwidth of the remaining valid segment
      lists still meets the bandwidth threshold requirements.

      *  If the bandwidth still meets the requirements, the path still
         meets the forwarding quality requirements, and the traffic is
         still forwarded along this path.

      *  Otherwise, it should be considered that the path no longer
         meets the quality requirements.

   If the candidate path does not specify any threshold parameters,
   select the primary candidate path according to the selection method
   defined in [RFC9256].

   By default, there is no threshold parameter specified on the
   candidate path.

  4.2. Rules for Selecting the Best Path

   When the current forwarding quality and hardware resources of a
   candidate path meet the specified threshold requirements, it only
   means that this candidate path could forward traffic.

   If there are multiple candidate paths in the SR policy that meet the
   forwarding requirements at the same time, the candidate paths need
   to be sorted to select the best one.

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9256
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   Under the condition that multiple valid candidate paths meet the
   threshold requirements, evaluate the tie breaking rules in the
   following order until only one valid best path is selected:

    1. If the quality requirements of the candidate path are specified,
      it is necessary to check whether the path meets the quality
      requirements. Only the valid path that meets the quality
      requirements can be selected as the active path.

      If only one path in the SR policy meets the quality requirements,
      the path is selected.

      If multiple candidate paths meet the quality requirements at the
      same time, or if all candidate paths fail to meet the
      requirements, then select the following second step according to
      the Preference.

    2. The higher value of the Preference is selected.

    3. The higher value of Protocol-Origin is selected.

    4. If specified by configuration, prefer the existing installed
      path.

    5. The lower value of the Originator is selected.

    6. Finally, the higher value of the Discriminator is selected.

  4.3. Flexible Candidate Path Selection Process

   The process of selecting the best path for SR policy through the
   threshold parameter of the path is as follows.

   1. Configure the threshold parameters on the candidate path of the
      head node through static manual configuration or controller
      distribution.

   2. The head node monitors whether the available resources and
      forwarding quality of the SR policy candidate path exceed the
      thresholds.

   3. The forwarding quality of path can be obtained through active or
      passive performance measurement methods, such as iOAM [RFC9378],
      STAMP [I-D.ietf-spring-stamp-srpm], TWAMP [RFC5375], etc. The
      real-time quality data can be calculated by the controller and
      distributed to the head node, or calculated by the head node
      according to the network measurement data. The measurement method

https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc9378
https://datatracker.ietf.org/doc/html/rfc5375
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      and quality data acquisition method are beyond the scope of this
      document.

   4. According to the rules described in Section 4.2, when the
      available resources are less than the threshold, or the
      forwarding quality cannot meet the threshold requirements, select
      a new active candidate path.

   5. After the old active candidate path eliminates the fault or
      improves the forwarding quality, whether to recover can be
      specified by the configuration. If fault recovery is required,
      start a wait timer for delay recovery. When the timer expires and
      the old active candidate path still meets the threshold
      requirements, the traffic will be switched to the old higher
      preference candidate path.

   For avoiding path switching frequently, both over-threshold
   switching and fault recovery should be delayed. The interval of
   delay waiting can be adjusted by configuration.

   In order to distribute the threshold parameters of SR Policy to the
   head node, it is necessary to extend the control plane, such as
   NetConf, PCEP and BGP. The extensions of BGP and PCEP are described
   in [I-D.liu-idr-bgp-sr-policy-cp-threshold] and [I-D.liu-pce-sr-
   policy-cp-threshold].

  5. Usecases of Flexible Candidate Path Selection

   The SR policy in Section 3 is still used to illustrate how the
   flexible candidate path selection method switches candidate paths.

   SR policy POL1 has two candidate paths CP1 and CP2. The Preference
   of CP1 is 200, and the Preference of CP2 is 100. Both candidate
   paths are composed of three segment lists with the same weight.

  5.1. Select the Best Path Based on End-to-End Delay

   The quality requirement for the services carried on the SR policy is
   that the transmission delay must be less than 200ms. The bandwidth
   of the actual traffic forwarded by the SR policy is between 100Mbps
   and 150Mbps.

   When the delay of Segment List 1 does not meet the requirements,
   continue to check the available bandwidth of CP1. Due to segment
   list 2 only having 100Mbps bandwidth, it cannot meet the actual
   traffic forwarding requirements. CP2 is selected as the new active
   candidate path of POL1. The traffic forwarded by POL1 is switched to
   the path of CP2 for forwarding.
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      SR Policy POL1
        Candidate Path CP1
           Preference 200
           Delay threshold 200ms //Delay<=200ms
           Segment List 1 <SID11...SID1i>, Weight 1 //100M, Delay>1s
           Segment List 2 <SID21...SID2i>, Weight 1 //100M, Delay<100ms
        Candidate Path CP2
           Preference 100
           Delay threshold 200ms  //Delay<=200ms
           Segment List 3 <SID31...SID3i>, Weight 1 //100M, Delay<100ms
           Segment List 4 <SID41...SID4i>, Weight 1 //100M, Delay<100ms

  5.2. Select the Best Path Based on Available Bandwidth

   The path indicated by each segment list can carry traffic of 100Mbps
   bandwidth. When the Segment Lists are valid, the candidate path can
   carry traffic with bandwidth less than 300Mbps. The bandwidth of the
   actual traffic forwarded by the SR policy is between 100Mbps and
   150Mbps.

      SR Policy POL1
         Candidate Path CP1
            Preference 200
            Available bandwidth ratio 50
            Segment List 1 <SID11...SID1i>, Weight 1
            Segment List 2 <SID21...SID2j>, Weight 1
            Segment List 3 <SID31...SID3k>, Weight 1
         Candidate Path CP2
          Preference 100
          Available bandwidth ratio 50
            Segment List 4 <SID41...SID4i>, Weight 1
            Segment List 5 <SID51...SID5j>, Weight 1
            Segment List 6 <SID61...SID6k>, Weight 1

   First, take the available bandwidth as the threshold parameter of
   POL1. The threshold for configuring the ratio of available bandwidth
   is 50%. When the available bandwidth of the candidate path is less
   than 50%, path switching is performed.

   Normally, the three segment lists of CP1 and CP2 are valid. The
   available bandwidth of CP1 is 300M, and the ratio of available
   bandwidth is 100%, which can meet the threshold requirements of the
   path. So CP1 is selected as the active candidate path according to
   the Preference.

   If the paths indicated by Segment 1 and 2 fail, Segment List 1 and 2
   become invalid, and the available bandwidth of CP1 becomes 100M. The
   ratio of available bandwidth becomes 33.3% (i.e., 100/300). Because



   the ratio of available bandwidth of CP1 is lower than the specified
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   threshold, CP1 has failed to meet the forwarding quality
   requirements. Need to reselect the active candidate path for POL1.

   The three segment lists of the low-preference candidate path CP2 of
   POL1 are valid, and the available bandwidth can meet the threshold
   requirements. CP2 is selected as the new active candidate path of
   POL1. The traffic forwarded by POL1 is switched to the path of CP2
   for forwarding.

  5.3. Select the Best Path Based on Actual Bandwidth

   The quality requirement for the services carried on the SR policy is
   that the actual available bandwidth of the forwarding path must be
   greater than 80Mbps. When there is traffic congestion on a node in
   the Segment List 1 path, a maximum of 50Mbps service traffic can be
   forwarded. If Segment List 2 is in a down state or the delay has
   exceeded the threshold, the path of Segment List 2 will not load
   share traffic.

   Because the sum of the actual bandwidth of CP1 is less than 80Mbps,
   CP2 will be selected as the new active candidate path of POL1. The
   traffic forwarded by POL1 is switched to the path of CP2 for
   forwarding.

      SR Policy POL1
        Candidate Path CP1
           Preference 200
           Remaining bandwidth 50mbps
            Segment List 1 <SID11...SID1i>, Weight 1
                       //bandwidth of 100M, actual remaining 30M
            Segment List 2 <SID21...SID2j>, Weight 1
                       //In Down state, or the delay has exceeded the 
threshold.
        Candidate Path CP2
           Preference 100
           Remaining bandwidth 50mbps
            Segment List 3 <SID41...SID4i>, Weight 1 //100M
            Segment List 4 <SID51...SID5j>, Weight 1 //100M
            Segment List 5 <SID61...SID6k>, Weight 1 //100M
  6. IANA Considerations

   This document has no IANA actions.

  7. Security Considerations

   This document does not introduce any security considerations.
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